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Overcoming the Fear of People
by Mark Fortier
The thought of rendering a person, face or figure can
strike fear in the heart of many artists, many of whom are
successful and well established. It petrified me. For some
reason we all have the courage to tackle difficult compositions, color studies, complex perspective and many other
challenges, but ask us to paint or draw a face and/or a
person, we freeze and our blood runs cold. Many never try.
Many have spent years in avoidance.
Unfortunately, to perpetually ignore the human element in
your artwork is to give up so much dimension. People add
warmth, character and an element the viewer can instantly
relate to. People add interest. People provide unlimited
inspiration. Adding people brings life and interest to a
piece. Sometimes adding a figure to a piece will push it
from a moderately successful piece to one that stands out,
pops and becomes memorable. People relate to people.
I know of no better means to draw the viewer into your

piece and have the viewer respond than by incorporating
humanity into your artwork.
I always felt safe tackling a “people free” subject. I felt
that I had a respectable chance at producing a legitimate
piece of art without embarrassing myself. Why would I
want to try and tackle something that was so daunting
and held great promise of failure? Fortunately, I ran into
a dilemma that made me start to think differently. I had
taken a photograph of a shrimp boat unloading early in
the morning. It was docked. The sun was bathing the
scene. The water glistened. The subject matter was very
interesting and I wanted to do the piece. The one thing
preventing me was, of course, the “people factor”. There
were two men working on the shrimp boat and the picture
would not work if I removed the figures from the composition. Thankfully logic prevailed. I began to evaluate
instead of avoid. I learned a lot from tackling that piece.
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me was, of course,
the people factor.
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The first and foremost lesson I learned was to study the
figure and/or face. Study and study and more study. As
I did this I found the figure became a compilation of
shapes and colors and it was reduced to the same
elements as everything else I had previously drawn.
Sometimes there is genius in simplicity. The simple
elements of shape and color removed the “mystique”
that shrouded the rendering of a person. Instead of
seeing a face which I was petrified to draw (because
everybody knows a face is the hardest thing to do), I
saw a pattern of shapes and colors.
Those first few figures taught me something else. They
were simple. They were not a primary focal point. They
were not full faced. I would try to encourage you to start
in much the same manner. Keep it simple. Most anyone
could build up enough courage to try a simple background figure. A small step is better than none at all.
You will surprise yourself. You are bound to succeed.
Remember a figure is still just shapes and color, the
same elements as everything thing else you’ve mastered.
The success of those first figures gave me courage to
take a bigger step. I was very excited about a new
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piece I wanted to do. I called it “Another Man’s
Treasure”. It was filled with exciting compositions and a
variety of subjects. I had driven down a country road and
came upon this old homestead type house filled to overflowing with flea market items. I pulled over and introduced myself to the proprietor of the establishment. His
front porch was totally engulfed with his collection of
wares. I asked permission to photograph. I explained I
was an artist and was intrigued with his place. I began
shooting scores of pictures. While I was photographing,
the man went to his mailbox and retrieved his mail. At
that point inspiration overcame timidity. I asked the man
to be a part of the picture. It took some coaxing but he
agreed to sit on the porch and read his mail. At first he
was uncomfortable and his poses were not usable, but
after awhile he became comfortable with me snapping
pictures from every angle. Then I had my first picture
that was going to have a person as a focal point. My creative inspiration and abandon was now causing me to
stretch once again. I approached this subject in much
the same manner. I studied my figure, I broke it down
into simple shapes and colors. I reassured myself success was possible.
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I studied my figure,
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colors. I reassured
myself success
was possible.
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I tackled my subject with a bit more confidence than my
first figures. To improve as an artist we must force ourselves out of our comfort zone. I know of no other subject
that can do this so easily. I finished the piece. The man
on the porch was a success and I gained substantial
confidence.
With each piece I still employ the basics. I am now
enjoying the freedom to pursue my inspiration unimpeded
by the fear of people as subjects. I carry my camera at all

“
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times. I photograph people everywhere I go. I am now
tackling pieces which I like to call “peoplescapes.” My
first was a room full of diners which I took while on vacation. This piece had a total of 24 people in it. Thus the
name “Two Dozen Diners”. I am now nearing completion
of a piece which depicts an airport terminal. It is full of
people of all ages sitting and waiting. I would never have
the courage to tackle such subjects if I hadn’t overcome
my fear of people in the small steps I described.

“
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Hot Products
New Digital Photo Holiday Cards and Postcards
Create personalized greetings on-line in just
minutes with the new Strathmore Digital Photo
Holiday Cards and Postcards. Our free, easy-to-use,
on-line photo and design center will let you choose
from six holiday designs and borders, plus place
your digital photo, crop it, color adjust it and
correctly position the image. It also provides
seasonal messages to print on the inside of your
card. Our on-line photo and design center is
Windows 98+ compatible and requires Internet
Explorer 5.5+.
Street Songs
Colored Pencil
© Mark Fortier

ABOUT THE ARTIST
Mark Fortier
A self taught, emerging artist, Mark Fortier discovered
his gift mid-life. After turning 40, he discovered a talent
to draw, and has been developing this talent for over
three years. Within a short period of time he began
entering juried competitions and exhibitions and has
achieved great success.

Digital Photo Holiday Cards
With Strathmore’s Digital Photo Holiday Cards you
can use your own digital photos and choose from
six free holiday borders and messages on-line!
Place your photo and choose a seasonal greeting you can print on both sides! 20 glossy photo cards
and 20 envelopes included.
Digital Photo Holiday Postcards
Now you can create your own photo postcards for
the holidays. Spice up your photo with one of our
six seasonal designs. Click, print, perforate and
send - it’s simple! 20 glossy postcards and
envelopes included.

He received first place in the Strathmore 2004 National
Art Competition and was selected for the CPSA Memphis
2004 International Exhibition, receiving an award of
excellence. Currently he has a piece in the 2005
CPSA Chicago Exhibition which has also won an award of
excellence.
His work has been published in this spring’s issue of
Direct Art Magazine. His work was selected for exhibition
in the National Juried Halpert Bi-annual Show.
This fall the Agora Gallery in New York City will have a
show of Mark’s work. He currently creates from his studio
in western North Carolina.
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Artistic Gifts This Holiday Season
The Art of Giving
Hand-crafting elegant cards is made simpler with our
broad selection of acid-free, heavyweight card stocks and
matching envelopes. Available in full and announcement
size, our cards offer a choice between plain or deckled
edges and a variety of colors, including gold, silver,
emerald, red, white and ivory.
With help from Strathmore’s Photo Mount, Photo Frame
and Watercolor Cards, home-made cards become worthy of
display through the holidays and beyond. Each beautifully
textured card is suitable for mounting or framing favorite
photos or artwork. Plenty of border is left for decorating or
adding a personal note. Each package includes matching
envelopes.
Shutterbugs too will find creative ways this season to turn
their digital photographs into unique holiday cards.
Strathmore’s acid-free Digital Photo Papers are specially
coated to reproduce vibrant colors and details on all types
of inkjet printers. These products can be combined with
our wide range of Digital Photo Kits – and six free holiday
templates available only on our website – to convert digital
photos into personally decorated cards, frames, easel

mounts, albums and calendars. These kits offer a simple
way to turn digital photos into cherished keepsakes, or
mementos of the holiday season. They can make powerfully sentimental gifts for family and friends stationed
overseas during the holiday season and following year.

The Gift of Art
Strathmore can help take the guesswork out of gift shopping for arts and craft fans of all ages. Historically popular
gift items include virtually all of our sketch books, particularly our Hardbound and Field selections. Other popular
gifts for artists include our 500 Series Bristol and
Illustration Board for those who work in dry media. Our
400 Series Watercolor Blocks are a great gift for the
watercolor artist.
For the craft-lover on your list, Strathmore offers a colorful
spectrum of Textured Sheets. Our acid-free Textured
Sheets offer authentic felt finishes and saturated colors,
making them a choice material for personal correspondence, enclosing gifts or creating multi-layer artwork.
Handmade and vibrantly colored, Strathmore’s Thai
Dye Papers also make excellent gifts. They are ideal
for all types of craft projects, including gift boxes,
picture frames, and even home accessories such as
lamp shades.

NEW Craft Project Online
Visit our Strathmore Artist Forum to download FREE craft ideas
When you visit the Strathmore Artist Forum section of our website, in addition to
sharing tips and ideas on our Artist Forum Messageboard, you can download
templates and print out material lists and directions for unique craft ideas using
all of your favorite Strathmore Artist Papers.
Make a great looking Holiday Greeting Card for family and friends; or you can
create a one-of-a-kind Watercolor Gift Bag for that special occasion; a Keepsake
Journal to gather signatures and pictures of friends during your final days at
school; a Watercolor Journal for on location sketches or illustration ideas;
a Gift Box that will surely say “this is a special gift”; or a Travel Journal to
hold your favorite pictures and notes to create lasting memories bound in a
handsome journal.
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